Acetone is a molecule with an intermediate barrier for methyl-top internal rotation, and only molecules in the A^-state of the tunneling motion exhibit a rigid rotor spectrum. For this state we report the results of a rotational Zeeman effect study of acetone in exterior fields up to 20 kGauss (2 Tesla). From an analysis of the observed Zeeman splittings within the asymmetric top approximation the nonzero elements of the g-tensor and the magnetic susceptibility anisotropies were obtained as follows: Zeeman spectra were also recorded for seveal low-J transitions of molecules in the EE-state of methyl top tunneling (one top tunneling), and so far the same splittings have been found as for the A^i-species.
Introduction
Acetone, CH 3 -C(0)-CH 3 , is a molecule in which the internal rotation of the two methyl tops is hindered by a barrier of intermediate height. Even in the vibronic ground state, tunneling of the tops leads to a perturbation of the overall rotation and each rotational transition is split into a quartet. Figure 1 is intended to provide a general idea of these tunneling (or internal rotation) splittings. From them the barrier height can be deduced. The most recent value for the latter has been presented by Vacherand, van Eijck, Burie, and Demaison [1, 2] , who have also studied several deuterated species and who could show conclusively that the equilibrium configuration of acetone has C 2v -symmetry with the inplane hydrogen of each top in eis position with respect to the oxygen. From their studies the barrier to CH 3 -internal rotation has the value V 3 = 760.82 (14) Our interest in a rotational Zeeman effect study was threefold. First of all we wanted to check an old prediction for the nonzero elements of the g-tensor and of the magnetic susceptibility tensor [6] . This prediction had essentially been based on additivity rules for the individual components of the molecular magnetic susceptibility tensor. These rules had been developed originally by T. Schmalz from Flygare's group at Urbana [7, 8] as an extension of Pascal's rules for the bulk susceptibilities. Additional input of the molecular structure [9] and of electronic ground state expectation values for the squares of the electron coordinates <0|X^e |0> etc. had also lead to a prediction of the gr-tensor. Second we wanted to see whether CH 3 -tunneling would lead to different Zeeman-patterns for molecules in different tunneling states. Last not least we wanted to use the rotational Zeeman effect for an experimental determination of the molecular electric quadrupole moment of the molecule. Together with the knowledge of the molecular electric dipole moment the knowledge of the molecular electric quadrupole moment is thought to be important for the understanding of the shapes of weakly bound van der Waals complexes. Furthermore acetone has been observed in In the vibronic states investigated here, the molecule is essentially locked in its shown equilibrium configuration. Yet tunneling of the two methyl tops leads to quartet splittings of the rotational transition as is shown in this bar spectrum, which corresponds to the 321->312 rotational transition. The internal angular momentum due to tunneling is indicated by arrows. It is very small and the magnetic moment associated with it could not be detected with the available resolution. Proton spin statistics determines the relative intensities of the torsional satellites.
interstellar space [10] and its dipole and quadrupole moment might be also of interest for a more detailed understanding of ion/molecule reaction mechanisms in interstellar clouds.
Experimental and Analysis
The spectrometer used in the present investigation is basically the same as describd earlier in [11] , but its frequency range has been extended to include the Kuband (12.4 to 18 GHz). In-band rectangular brass waveguides were used as absorption cells. Typical sample pressures were around 1 mTorr and typical cell temperatures were close to -50 °C. As an example for the quality of the spectra obtained we present zero field and high field transient emission signals and the corresponding Fourier transform amplitude spectra for the 3 21 -»• 3 12 rotational transition in Figs. 2 and 3. They arose from molecules in the non-tunneling Aj A!-state of internal rotation. For the final determination of the zero field frequencies and of the Zeeman satellite frequencies we have used Haekel's computer program [12] in which the frequencies, amplitudes and phases, which are present in the transient emission signal are fitted to the latter by an iterative non linear least squares procedure.
In Table 1 we present some results. We also present observed Zeeman satellite frequencies for several rotational transitions of molecules in the EE-torsional state (just one top tunneling). The splittings are essentially the same as for the AjAj-species. Apparently the angular velocity associated with the tunneling is too small as to give rise to measurable extra magnetic moments, quite in analogy to the case of acetaldehyde, an other molecule with an intermediate barrier to internal methyl top rotation [13] .
For the determination of the g-tensor elements and of the susceptibility anisotropics wer have used the Zeeman splittings observed for molecules in the nontunneling A ^-state of internal rotation, and we have applied the standard rigid rotor theory to fit the g-tensor elements and susceptibility anisotropics to the observed splittings. The effective rotational constants of the AjAj-species were used as additional input. (They determine the expectation values for the squares of the angular momentum operators J fl 2 , J b 2 , and J c 2 which enter into the theoretical expressions for the splittings (c.f. Chapter B in [6] )). The results of the corresponding least squares fit are presented in Table 2 . The sign of the g-values (only their relative signs are determined by the experiment) follows conclusively from the fact that the opposite choice of sign would lead to unreasonably large quadrupole moments (see below). Also given for comparison are the corresponding results obtained for the EE-torsional state. Neglecting tunneling they too were fitted to the observed Zeeman splittings by use of the standard rigid rotor theory albeit with a different set of rotational constants. We found that the rigid rotor theory fits the observed splittings surprisingly well. Originally we had expected that in the Zeeman splittings of the EE-species rotational transitions tunneling would lead to 10 to 30 kHz deviations from rigid rotor behaviour. This would have corresponded to perturbations in the same order of magnitude (several %) as are found for the absolute frequencies. But our present experimental knowledge tells that in acetone the effect of tunneling is still below the experimental resolution of our spectrometer. We took this as a justification to procede with the evaluation of the Zeeman data as if acetone were a rigid asymmetric top and used the measured gr-values, susceptibility anisotropics and rotational constants of the A^j-torsional species to calculate the molecular electric quadrupole moments according to the equation (c.f. Chapt. II.A in [6] and refs. cited therein)
(and cyclic permutations).
In (1) e is the absolute value of the electron charge; a n , b n , c n , a e , b e , c e are the principal inertia axes coordinates of the nuclei and electrons, respectively, and the sums run over the indices of the nuclei, n, and of the electrons, e; m is the electron mass, m p the mass of the proton; c the velocity of light; N Avogadro's number; and h Planck's constant. Our result for the nonvanishing elements of the molecular electric quadrupole moment tensor of acetone is all in units of 10~6 erg G -2 mole -1 . Except for the £ bfc -value, which falls slightly out of the predicted uncertainty limits, the other two susceptibilities are found well within their predicted ranges. In this context we find it interesting to note that the out-of plane minus average in-plane susceptibility or 2 £ cc -£ aa -£ bb is predicted with very reasonable accuracy within a newer additivity scheme devised by J. Spieckermann from our group about two years ago. As increments for the susceptibility tensor he uses tensors ascribed to larger molecular subunits. In our case his subunits CH 3 -and >C = 0 (ketones) apply with 2Zcc-Zaa-Zbb values of +2.33 and -20.57 10 -6 erg G -2 mole -1 , respectively. This would lead to a predicted value of -15.91 units for 2£ cc -£ aa -£ bb as compared to the experimental value of -16.15 (24) units, i.e. to a prediction within the experimental uncertainties.
Summary
Within the present investigation we could determine the molecular ^-tensor and, if supplemented by the bulk susceptibility, the molecular magnetic susceptibility tensor of acetone in its vibronic ground state.
Initially unexpected to us, we found that in the Zeeman patterns the presence of methyl top tunneling is not reflected in measurable deviations from rigid rotor behaviour, at least not in the low-J transitions studied here. (We had expected that, after a rigid rotor optimization of the g-values and susceptibilities, one would be left with mismatches on the order of 10 to 30 kHz).
The experimental susceptibilities were found roughly within the ranges predicted from additivity rules, in which the molecular susceptibility tensor is composed from atomic building blocks. Standard hybridizations are accounted for in the scheme (for instance sp-, sp 2 -, and sp 3 -carbon atoms are distinguished). But for instance corrections for electronegativity differences between neighbouring atoms are not considered in order to keep the scheme simple. We think that the fair success of the prediction rends some credit to such additivity schemes for use in quick estimates of susceptibility tensors of molecules not yet measured.
Finally the molecular electric quadrupole moment tensor could be determined with reasonable accuracy, and it is hoped that its elements will be of help for the prediction of the equilibrium configuration of van der Waals molecules involving acetone as one of their subunits.
